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ABOUT DSDN

The Down Syndrome Diagnosis Network is an all-volunteer run 501(c)3 nonprofit 

organization that works to support new and expectant parents with a Down 

syndrome diagnosis and aims to make a difference in how the diagnosis is 

delivered. DSDN provides  small, private, birth-club style groups online for moms 

and dads.  We launched in 2014 and currently serve over 4000 families and 

capture nearly 15% of new families each year.



ABOUT THE DSDN ROCKIN' 
FAMILY FUND

Behind every child born with Down syndrome, there are parents – a 

mom and/or dad who experiences the unforgettable moment of hearing 

the diagnosis for the first time. The Down Syndrome Diagnosis Network 

exists to support these “Rockin’ Families” through that diagnosis 

experience and into early childhood. Our Rockin’ Family Fund makes 

that support possible like never before. 

This year we expect to welcome about 600 new parents into our Rockin’ 

Moms groups online.  We are reaching about 15% of the families 

welcoming children with Down syndrome in the United States each year, 

and growing faster by the month. With your help,  Rockin' Family Fund 

supports families during the best and worst of times.  



WELCOME GIFTS
When a new parent of a child 

with Ds joins our community 

they receive a DSDN welcome 

gift.  This warm welcome 

includes helpful information 

and resources—and a message 

of congratulations, possibility, 

and encouragement that’s so 

often otherwise missing from 

the experience. This welcome 

gift ensures that EVERY 

family hears the word 

CONGRATULATIONS as they 

welcome a new baby. 

"Getting our gift was like receiving a membership
card to the best team out there. A team that may

not physically be together, but shares in every
obstacle, celebration and milestone."  

~ Paula, Augustus' mom



WELCOME GIFTS

"Before I didn't want to be 
involved because I was still 
in denial.  Our welcome gift 

made me realize that no 
matter what, we go through 
or how hard it may be, we 

have a team behind us. There 
was nothing to be ashamed 

of.  He is handsome and 
rockin' it!" 

~ Wantanesha, James' Mom



CARE CARDS

When a child undergoes 

surgery or has an 

extended stay in the NICU; 

a card and gift card is sent 

to remind parents they’re 

not alone. DSDN knows 

that this also promotes 

community among all our 

member parents and 

allows them to feel the 

love across the miles as we 

remind them, "You've got 

this and we've got you." 

"I am so grateful and appreciative for all of the care
packages and support that we received from the DSDN
community. It meant the world to us.  Thank you so much

for accepting Bria and I into the DSDN family."
~ Bernice



CARE GIFTS

"Being a part of this group has 
brought unexpected rays of 
sunshine on some very dark 

days.  It reminds us that there 
are families just like ours have 
faced similar battles. DSDN 
has made what can be a very 

lonely, isolating experience one 
that now has stories of 

encouragement and support 
when we need it most." 
~ Leanne, Lily's Mom



MEMORIAL GIFTS

When a child with Ds 

passes away, DSDN sends 

a special, personalized gift 

to commemorate and 

celebrate that child’s life, 

and remind parents that 

they are always a part of 

the Rockin’ Family. 

"I will never forget the day we received 
the wind chimes.  I absolutely love them.

It was so touching to have the support 
from DSDN." 

~ Kara, Jensen's Mom



MEMORIAL GIFTS

"DSDN is there for me every step of the way. I am 
forever connected to the most selfless people on 
Earth and I am forever grateful. I will never forget 
the chocolate and handcream, two things I never 
knew I needed. Even now, when my heart feels like 
it will break, I know that there are loving arms
reaching out to hug me and lift me up so I never fall. 
Thank you!" 
~ Jennifer, Bella's Mom

"Joel and I feel so grateful that we
were welcomed with open hearts into

the Rockin Loss group. We felt so
alone after our loss and diagnosis.

From our memorial windchime to the
love and support we received from

other bereaved families we feel
indebted to the DSDN. Thank you

DSDN for the love and support."
~ Naomi, Zachariah's Mom



SCHOLARSHIPS

When a parent wants to 

learn or recharge, DSDN 

offers opportunities for 

 scholarships to attend Ds- 

related educational and 

networking conferences, 

classes, or events. 

" I was ecstatic! So many times financial resources hinder us from
enjoying certain parts of life, and to know that the DSDN was able to
bless me with a scholarship to help support and advocate for my Boo
Thang and his T21 family means simply that they get it! That feeling is

priceless!"
~Meeka, Boo Thang's Mom



SCHOLARSHIPS

" I was very honored to receive the scholarship.
It made me feel like I was part of something 

bigger and not out there on my own. 
The NDSC conference really got me started 
in my advocacy. It was a positive experience 

and what I learned had a huge impact on how I 
will help Anna as well as work to advocate for 

all kids in her community." 
~Melany, Anna's Mom



P L A T I N U M  $ 1 0 , 0 0 0  P A R T N E R
Name/logo alongside DSDN with our new child welcome gift

Logo highlighted as a primary sponsor on the DSDN RFF page

Logo included in our yearly DSDN #ShareTheLove video

Logo included on social media outlets 



G O L D  $ 5 , 0 0 0  P A R T N E R
Name/logo alongside DSDN with our care gifts

Logo highlighted as a sponsor on the DSDN RFF page

Logo included in our yearly DSDN #ShareTheLove video

Logo included on social media outlets 



S I L V E R   $ 2 , 5 0 0  P A R T N E R
Name/logo alongside DSDN with local retreat welcome gifts

Logo highlighted as a sponsor on the DSDN RFF page

Logo included in our yearly DSDN #ShareTheLove video

Logo included on social media outlets 



B R O N Z E   $ 1 , 0 0 0  P A R T N E R
Logo highlighted as a sponsor on the DSDN RFF page

Logo included in our yearly DSDN #ShareTheLove video

Logo included on social media outlets 



ROCKIN' ADD-ONS
Check out other ways to add on to your sponsorship and support 

our mission



MEMORIAL 
WIND CHIME PARTNER

$ 1 0 0 /  M E M O R I A L   G I F T

The Rockin' Family Fund supports families during the best and worst of times. 

 Unfortunately, pregnancy and child loss are an experience that we often support 

families through.  Since launching our RFF programming in 2015, we have sent over 

100 memorial wind chimes to families around the world with a pregnancy or child 

loss.

CONNECT. INSPIRE. RECHARGE. 
SPONSOR A MOM.

$ 4 0 0 / R E G I S T R A T I O N

Provide a gift registration for a Rockin' Mom to attend our annual DSDN Rockin' Mom 

Retreat.  The focus of our weekend is to connect, inspire and recharge mom of young 

children with Down syndrome.  What an excellent opportunity to welcome a new 

mom to the DSDN family! 



Many Thanks! 

The Board and members of the Down Syndrome 
Diagnosis Network thank you for considering 

supporting the DSDN Rockin' Family Fund.  Your 
partnership allows us to accomplish our mission as we 

aim to CONNECT, INFORM and SUPPORT new families 
as they enter the Ds community. The RFF allows us to 

support families through the best and worst of times and 
we are so grateful we are able to serve families in this 

way, with your help. 

YOU ROCK!



W W W . D S D I A G N O S I S N E T W O R K . O R G  

C O N T A C T  U S :  

G I V I N G @ D S D I A G N O S I S N E T W O R K . O R G


